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Examity’s new accommodations 
make it easier than ever to test online

Interested in learning more?
Contact the Examity team today to hear about our flexible and cost-effective online proctoring solution.

examity.com | 855.EXAMITY | info@examity.com

Introducing Examity’s new accommodation features, designed to give you more 
control to create and manage the options that you value most for online exams. 

As accommodations needs have grown rapidly in the marketplace, Examity 
developed a more intuitive and comprehensive system to handle them in our 
system, leading to a better experience for test administrators. Our new system 
includes the following features.

User and exam specific accommodations
Exam specific accommodations will be coming soon!
In addition to being able to set an accommodation at the course-level for a specific user, 
accommodations will also be able to be applied to a specific user or exam and:
• Can be administered to every appointment a user takes
• Can be administered to every appointment for a specific user and exam (coming soon!)
• Allow the test sponsor to best assign them as per their test program’s unique
   accommodation review process
• Provide more customization and focus on the individual test-taker

Defined set of accommodations
We have defined a set of accommodations that can be selected, rather than relying on 
everything being imputed manually. This change will:
      • Streamline the process 
      • Provide consistent language throughout Examity’s platform
      • Make it easier for partners to use and for our proctors to monitor 

We will now have five categories that will organize the types of accommodations that can be selected. The categories include:
• Proctoring   • Time   • Test Environment   • Devices and Software   • Other

Additional accommodations can still be entered manually if needed, and all existing ones will be ported over automatically.

 

Course specific accommodations
Accommodations can be applied at the course-level using our new system. 
This means that any accommodations added will apply to all exams within 
this course.


